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Gregg S. Hymowitz 

Thank you for joining us today. I am Gregg Hymowitz, CEO and Director of EG Acquisition Corp., as well as 

Chairman and CEO of EnTrust Global. We are excited to take you through our rationale for EG Acquisition 

Corporation’s combination with flyExclusive.  

For more than two decades, EnTrust Global has been dedicated to delivering financial security to those 

who entrust us with their capital. Today, with approximately $18 billion in total assets for over 500 

institutional investors, we remain steadfast in this mission, leveraging our global infrastructure, resources, 

and relationships to create innovative and differentiated opportunities to meet our clients’ objectives. 

We believe this business combination will result in long-term value creation for our shareholders and I 

want to underscore a few reasons why we believe flyExclusive is poised for success in the public markets.  

First, flyExclusive is led by founder and CEO Jim Segrave, a world-class private aviation executive with a 

proven track record. In 1994 Jim founded Segrave Aviation, a provider of wholesale charter aviation 

services, private aircraft management, aircraft maintenance, and fixed base operations. In 2010, Jim 

successfully exited Segrave Aviation by selling the business to Delta AirElite, the charter arm of Delta Air 

Lines. 

The second reason is flyExclusive’s durable competitive advantage. The company has made strategic key 

decisions and investments to remove industry bottlenecks to growth and to maintain leading consistent 

customer experience. flyExclusive’s differentiated business model is designed to maximize utilization and 

flight unit economics, and includes a wholesale program to optimize revenue and fleet positions, a highly 

profitable, capital-efficient fractional ownership program, a partnership program that provides valuable 

services to aircraft owners while cost-effectively growing flyExclusive’s fleet, and other components which 



have allowed the company to achieve an increasingly diversified charter revenue mix, with 100% of 

charter revenues being pre-paid. Additionally, they purposefully maintain a low customer-to-aircraft ratio, 

unlike other providers, enabling flyExclusive to deliver on its contractual commitment to members.  In our 

view, flyExclusive is strongly positioned to continue its exceptional pace of growth given its differentiated 

model and the continued demand for safe travel solutions in a post-pandemic world. 

Third, the company is on a clear and impressive growth trajectory. Despite market fluctuations, 

flyExclusive has shown consistent revenue and fleet expansion since its inception and now stands as the 

country’s fastest-growing provider of premium private jet charter experiences, with industry-leading 

revenue growth and margins. Year-over-year, they have achieved triple-digit membership growth and a 

94% retention rate among existing members, as well as secured substantial contracted committed 

revenues. Based on management’s estimated view of the rest of 2022, the company’s 3-year CAGR will 

be 49% for revenue growth and 26% on an EBITDA basis. 

They have built a platform for the long term and this introduction to the public market will mark the 

beginning of the next chapter for the company’s strategic roadmap. I could not be more confident in the 

management team of flyExclusive, the company’s differentiated model and growth strategy, and believe 

they are ready to further accelerate their market position through this opportunity to become a public 

company.  

With that, let me hand it over to Gary to share comments on the growing market for private aviation.  

Gary Fegel 

Thank you, Gregg. My name is Gary Fegel, and I am the founder of GMF Capital and Chairman of EG 

Acquisition Corp. In addition to the competitive advantages and category-leading performance of 

flyExclusive which Gregg covered, I want to highlight the overall private aviation opportunity and why we 

are so enthusiastic about the long-term potential of the sector.  



Factors including enhanced affordability, new customer segments, and increasing penetration in existing 

economic cohorts have contributed to a strong backdrop and favorable tailwinds for private aviation. To 

begin, we have seen a landscape shift in air travel from commercial to private. The pandemic accelerated 

market growth as individuals sought safer flying options, and we believe businesses and other flyExclusive 

customers will continue to be willing to pay a premium for private travel experiences. This landscape shift 

has been further supported by reductions in commercial aviation capacity, as well as a continued decline 

in the performance of commercial carriers. Major airlines continue to operate at less capacity and 

continue to trim costs, which has caused a decline in customer experience and an increase in 

dissatisfaction overall. A reversal in the trend of companies cutting private flights for executives is also 

driving increased demand in the space. Previously cut corporate travel expenses are now increasingly 

incurred due to health concerns and lower availability of travel options, and the industry has seen a steady 

recovery of business demand over the past two years. 

Finally, growth in the number and types of customer programs has resulted in lower barriers to access for 

private aviation, expanding the opportunity to include lower net worth households. We believe a large, 

untapped user base with potential for meaningful adoption exists, and that flyExclusive is positioned to 

further extend its offering to many more customers. 

These factors and others have created a current TAM of $32 billion for the private aviation sector, with 

potential TAM expected to grow to more than $43 billion by 2025.  

I will now turn the call over to Jim to share with you highlights of flyExclusive’s business and financial 

performance, as well as a summary of the transaction.  

 

 



Jim Segrave  

Thank you, Gary, and good morning to everyone. Let me start with an overview of flyExclusive, our 

differentiated approach to the private aviation market, and the growth opportunities we see moving 

forward. After that, I will provide an overview of our financials and a summary of the transaction.  

Headquartered in Kinston, NC, flyExclusive is a premiere Part 135 owner/operator of private jet 

experiences that surpass expectations for quality, convenience, and safety. We are one of the world’s 

largest operators of Cessna Citation aircraft with a floating fleet of over 90 jets, and we offer access to a 

network of personalized private aviation with on-demand flights that can service a myriad of specialized 

trip needs. We have more than 800 employees and our operations are centrally located on the East Coast 

within a few flight hours of 70% of our demand.   

flyExclusive completed over 46,000 hours of flying in 2021, 46% more than the prior year. flyExclusive is 

both Argus and Wyvern certified, which is achieved by less than 5% of private flight providers.  

I started flyExclusive in 2015, and since our inception, we have experienced consistent revenue and fleet 

expansion. We are one of the fastest-growing providers of premium private jet charter experiences. As 

Gregg mentioned, our business model is designed to maximize utilization and flight-unit economics and is 

based on a variety of offerings to our customers which allows us to achieve diversified charter revenue. 

The first is our wholesale program, which serves as a resource for B2B customers, including charter 

brokers and smaller fleet operators, while allowing us to make spot market sales and optimize our revenue 

and fleet positions.  

The second is our guaranteed revenue program, or GRP, which provides flyExclusive with sustained and 

predictable revenues from operators who gain guaranteed access to our fleet. We currently have 30 

aircraft designated to the program, which in addition to providing flyExclusive with minimum guaranteed 



revenue, gives us ensured favorable rates, terms, and reimbursements. All flights in our GRP generate 

revenue, including empty legs. The GRP ensures revenues regardless of any negative changes to market 

demand. 

The third is our award-winning Jet Club, which was named by Robb Report as best in the “Jet Cards and 

Membership” category in the 2022 Best of the Best Awards. Jet Club is a multi-tiered membership program 

that allows customers access to the Cessna fleet of light to super-mid jets. Our members retain their 

membership for as long as they choose to fly for a low monthly fee, with an aircraft daily rate that enables 

access to the lowest hourly rates in the industry. Our Jet Club rate structure is purposefully designed to 

give members more opportunities to save, as evidenced by our year-over-year triple-digit membership 

growth, while many operators scaled back their jet card offerings and added restrictions for new members 

to offset jet demand.  

Our unique fractional ownership model is also a competitive advantage for our business. flyExclusive 

customers purchase a share of a new aircraft, and receive guaranteed access with no monthly 

management fees, no blackout dates, minimal peak days, and tax benefits. In addition to the high margins 

we earn on flights of fractional aircraft, which we expect to average 56%, our company realizes a profit 

on the sale of fractional shares.  

Finally, our partnership model is a competitive advantage. We offer a unique ownership and leaseback 

program for aircraft buyers and existing owners to fully cashflow their aircraft without the variability of 

maintenance expenses, pilot salaries, management of fixed costs, and inconsistencies of revenue offsets 

provided by other available lease and management options. Our partners receive fixed monthly income 

and gain access to a diverse fleet of aircraft, without blackouts. 

With that, I would like to take you through a closer look at our historical financials and an overview of the 

transaction. 



flyExclusive’s charter revenues from 2019-2021 grew at a 46% compound annual growth rate, fueled by 

growth in private aviation and our strong and consistent growth in membership rates. 2021 charter 

revenue increased 72% to $208 million compared to 2020 revenue of $121 million. We project charter 

revenues of $343 million in 2022, representing a 65% increase from 2021. Our strong revenue 

performance has been driven by sustained growth in our fleet size. Since 2019, we have expanded our 

fleet from 45 aircraft to 96 aircraft expected by the end of 2022. The continued increase in demand for 

our market-leading services has supported our strong revenue trajectory and has allowed us to capture 

significant market share, which has resulted in continued profitable growth. From an EBITDA standpoint, 

we achieved a compound annual growth rate of 22% for the period of 2019 to 2021. 2021 EBITDA 

increased 42% to $24 million, compared to 2020 EBITDA of $17 million. We project $32.0 million of EBITDA 

in 2022, an increase of 35% from 2021.  

Finally, I will provide a summary of the transaction. Under the terms of the definitive business combination 

agreement, the transaction values flyExclusive at a pre-transaction equity value of $600 million and is 

expected to provide up to $310 million in proceeds, including $85 million of committed convertible notes 

and $225 million of SPAC cash in trust assuming no redemptions. The notes will convert into shares of the 

combined company upon the consummation of the business combination at a price of $10 per share, 

subject to adjustment in certain instances. No additional funding above the $85 million of committed 

convertible notes is required for the business combination to close.  

Upon the closing of the proposed transaction, flyExclusive’s senior management will continue to serve in 

their current roles. 

Current flyExclusive owners will retain approximately 60% ownership at close, assuming no redemptions 

in SPAC cash held in trust. At the time of EG Acquisition Corp.’s initial public offering, the sponsor agreed 

to not sell its founder shares for a period of three years after the business combination. As such, with 



certain limited exceptions, the sponsor will continue to be invested in the combined company for at least 

three years after the completion of the business combination. In addition, Gregg Hymowitz and Gary Fegel 

are expected to serve as directors on the board of directors of the combined company.  

The respective boards of directors of both EG Acquisition Corp. and flyExclusive have each approved the 

proposed transaction. Completion of the proposed transaction is subject to approval of EG Acquisition 

Corp. stockholders and other customary closing conditions. We expect that the proposed transaction will 

be completed in Q1 2023.  

This concludes today’s call. Thank you for your time. 


